Dear friends of Amity,

in this electronic newsletter you may find the latest news and developments of the Amity Foundation. If you do not want to receive this electronic newsletter in the future, please unsubscribe here.

The inauguration ceremony of the rebuilt Bethel Assembly Church in Nepal

Features

The article ‘Survivors have a long way to go in restoring their livelihood’ informs about Amity’s latest reconstruction projects after the Nepal earthquake, including the challenges and achievements. The article ‘Stand with the people of Nepal’ reviews the earlier relief work through an experience report of an Amity staffer. The latest Amity Outlook provides a summary about Amity’s engagement in Nepal.

On June 1, the world is celebrating the International Children’s Day. The day is designated to the material and psychological well-being of children worldwide. The article ‘We will always be with you’ explains the situation of underprivileged children in China and Amity’s approaches to support them. ‘Together we will face tomorrow’ reports about a visit of supporters to impoverished and through scholarships sponsored children.

Features

Uran Banner is a region that is characterized by a markedly bleak landscape. Women farmers are struggling to wrest a living from the soil. “With the cooperation of Amity we experience a completely new style of working”, tells Yuying. “We have learned that we achieve better successes when we integrate the local population from planning to implementation of projects.

Amity Printing Company produced its 150 millionth Bible, marking a new milestone in the history of the Amity Foundation. Amity Printing Company adheres to a people-oriented and harmonious development management concept and is committed to the mission of “Serving the Chinese Church, Overseas Churches, the Chinese society and the Chinese people”. This movie gives insights of the work at Amity Printing.

Amity News

Ethiopian Minister visits Amity Printing

Pakistani Bishop Samuel Azariah visits Amity
Inter-religious Conference on Religions and Development

Developing joint efforts to boost sustainability

U.S. Congress delegation visits Amity Printing
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Summer Training for overseas volunteers

Ecuador Earthquake

China Charity Museum opens in Nantong

2016 China floods

Committee for relief cooperation established

The 150 millionth Bible

Amity attends China-Africa Diplomacy Forum

Relief for the victims of devastating tornado

A new dawn for China’s charity sector
If you want to make a donation for Amity's work, please click the link or on the donation button!
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